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The system AgFe is interesting to study because it shows complete immiscibility in the solid and even in the liquid state [I] . Therefore only sputter-or thermal evaporation-techniques can be used for sample preparation.
Up to now there exist only a few, partly conflicting results. The magnetic behaviour of &Fe-alloy films up to about 30 at% Fe in Ag depends on the preparation procedure. Flash-evaporated films show (x < 10 at% Fe in Ag) a paramagentic (PM) to spinglass (SG) transition at Tf [2] . Sumiyama et al. [3] found in sputtered Fe,Agloo~,-alloy films for x > 5 only a ferromagnetic (FM) state below Tc (Phf-FM) and fcc-structure on the Ag-rich side, while Chien and Unruh [4] yield an amorphous, ferromagnetic state below Tc between x = 45 and x = 55 [3] .
The purpose of the present work is to look for a magnetic double transition (PM-FM-SGL), i.e. for reentrant behaviour (SGL = spin glass-like) by local Mossbauer effect (ME) and global magnetization (xdc) measurements. A magnetic phase diagram [5] and local properties [6] similar to those of the hFe-system axe expected.
FexAgl,o~,-alloy films (x = 15, 20, 27 and 31 at% Fe) were produced by thermal coevaporation of -4g and Fe in an UHV-system ( p~, , 5 lo-' ~o r r ) onto liquid helium-cooled Capton foils. During evaporation the substrate temperature was kept below 20 K (total film thickness: 3 000-4 000 A). In situ-ME-transmission measurements at different low temperatures were carried out just after preparation.
After removing the samples from the UHV-system (a situ) the concentration was checked by electron microprobe analysis. In the center of the samples the average Fe-concentration 3 agrees, within f 0.5 at% , with the nominal concentration. A maximum (lateral) concentration deviation Ax o f f 1.5 at% Fe at the border of the samples, due to the special geometric arrangement of the preparation components, was detected. All investigated alloys show fcc-structure in the X-ray diffraction pattern. External magnetic fields Bext up t o 5 T parallel to the y-ray were applied in ex situ-ME-experiments. The temperature dependence of the dc-susceptibility xdC (T) was measured with a SQUID-magnetometer.
The upper transition temperatures T~~~ (PM-SG)
and T F~ (PM-FM) were found by the onset of magnetic splitting in the ME-spectra. The spectra below T~~~ or ~y~ show a distribution of hyperfine (hf) fields P (B) . They were analysed with a modified histogram method after Brand [7] .
For x = 15 and 20 (in situ and ex situ) the temperature dependence of the average hf-field B and the most probable hf-field B, was found to be Brillouin-like.
The zero field-cooled (ZFC)-xdC (T)-curve of these alloys displays a cusp at T, X (B 0.8 x T~~" ) . For T < TT the field-cooled (FC) susceptibility is higher than the ZFC one. A stretched exponential behaviour for the time dependence of the thermo-remanent magnetization was found for x = 20 at T = 6 K << T :
. These properties are typical for spin-glasses [8, 91 .
The FC-xdC (T)-curve for x = 27 and 31 at% Fe shows a smeared increase at T:, due to Ax, a plateau- B," (T) in zero external field for x = 27 and 31 shows an anomaly at p ! much lower than T T~ (see Fig. 1 ).
Below T;, B : (T) increases stronger than the extrapolation of the high temperature FM-phase. Such an anomaly was often found in reentrant-systems with a magnetic double transition (see [8] and Refs. therein). The anomaly for Fe27Ag7, is not as sharp as found for example in h F e [6] , probably due to the concentration deviation Ax over the sample and/or Fe- The increase of (sin2 8) (T) defines ?; , the FM-SGLtransition temperature in external field (see Fig. I ), and shows that below T; the spins are canted with respect to B,,t. This "spin-canting" is not a simple rotation of spins because of the simultaneous anomaly in B: (T) .
In the frame of the infinite-ranged vector spin-glass model, first given by Gabay &d Toulouse (GT) [lo] , For Fe27AgT3 a roughly linear decrease of T; with increasing field Bext was found. This behaviour is similar to that found in amorphous FeXNi78-=Si9B13 [8] and in Fez&r75 [ll] . A linear relation p; (B,,t) was recently calculated by Fischer [Ll] , who found a generalized form of the GT-line near the multicritical point in the magnetic phase diagram.
The magnetic phase diagram of thermally evaporated Fe,Ag,oo-,-alloy films is given in figure 2 . For comparison the T : (x)-values found by Zibold and Korn [2] in x,-measurements are shown. The magnetic phase diagram of &Fe in the present study is similar to that of the &Fe-system [5], and is typical for reentrant magnetic behaviour.
